Position: Senior Consultant OP Mining Engineer
(Russian Speaking Market)
About Datamine:
Datamine (TSX: CSI) is one of the leading providers of integrated mine planning and production software and
services in the world. Established in 1982, Datamine has 16 offices across 15 countries, providing solutions
ranging from exploration data management and resource modelling to mine planning and operations to over
1,400 customers worldwide. Our software solutions integrate with our consulting and training services to
ensure that we provide our customers with industry-leading support and expertise.

Job description:
Datamine is looking for energetic and capable Open Pit Professionals to join our fast-growing Datamine family
for our Russian speaking market. The successful candidate will be involved in working closely with our clients
in both long and short term open pit planning, pit design and scheduling by participating in customer
engagements and implementation projects, as well as assisting in pre-sales and sales activities and
collaborating with our business teams across the CIS countries. The candidate will work closely with end-users
and the software development team to highlight customer requirements and product enhancements. This role
will involve considerable travel within CIS countries and Internationally; therefore, we will require the
successful candidate to hold a valid passport and be available to travel for varying periods of time.

Location:
Moscow, Russia or Almaty, Kazakhstan

Requirements:
▪
▪
▪

▪

Degree in Mining Engineering or equivalent, with 2 to 4 years work experience in open pit planning.
Must be fluent in English and Russian. Other local languages of CIS countries (Kazakh, Uzbek, Kyrgyz,
Ukrainian, Belarusian, Turkmen, Azerbaijani, Tajik, etc.) will be an advantage.
Must have an applied knowledge of open pit planning software. Knowledge of Studio 3/Studio OP,
Autoscheduler, Enhanced Production Scheduler (EPS), Mineable Shape Optimiser (MSO) and NPVS are
advantageous. In depth knowledge of competitive software to Datamine in open pit planning a distinct
advantage.
Must be flexible to travel nationally and internationally for approximately 10 days per month or 120
days a year.

Desired Skills:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Mining Engineering
Open Pit Mine Planning
Pit Design and Scheduling
Studio 3

▪
▪
▪
▪

Studio OP
NPVS
Enhanced Production Scheduler EPS
Mineable Shape Optimiser MSO

To apply, please send your CV to Aziz Kukenov - aziz.kukenov@dataminesoftware.com

https://www.dataminesoftware.com

